Early Career Researcher – Travel Support for:
**Workshop on Big Data and Agricultural Carbon Sequestration and Cultivate Conference 2021**
*July 14-15, 2021*

In collaboration with Grand Farm, the Digital Ag UASPSE project (NSF #1636865) is seeking *Early Career* researchers to participate in the **Workshop on Big Data and Agricultural Carbon Sequestration** on **Wed, July 14, 2021** in Fargo, ND. The workshop will be co-located with Cultivate Conference 2021.

UASPSE will provide *travel reimbursement for a limited number of Early Career researchers* to attend the workshop and the Cultivate Conference held on the following day, **Thursday, July 15, 2021**.

**Purpose:** Gather industry, government, and academic stakeholders with the goal of researcher/industry match making and proposal development around topics related to Big Data and Agricultural Carbon Sequestration, including, but not limited to:

- carbon quantification and verification technologies
- farm income from carbon market activities
- sustainable agriculture and carbon sequestration practices
- public policy on agriculture carbon sequestration

Early career researchers interested in participating in this *in-person only event* should contact Aaron Bergstrom, UASPSE project PI via email at: **aaron.bergstrom@und.edu**

Digital Ag: UASPSE – [https://digitalag.org](https://digitalag.org)

Grand Farm – [https://grandfarm.com](https://grandfarm.com)